Integration of spectral and temporal cues separated in time and frequency.
Subjects discriminated a "standard" pair of tone bursts (T1, T2) from a "comparison" pair (T1 + delta t, T2 + delta f), containing increments in the duration delta t of the first burst and/or the frequency delta f of the second burst. The threshold (d' = 2.0) for delta t was measured as a function of delta f, and the threshold for delta f as a function of delta t. The integration of increments in duration and frequency was studied as a function of the spectral and temporal separation between T1 and T2. A trade-off between the values of delta t and delta f required for d' = 2.0 performance was observed. This integration takes place when delta t, delta f occur simultaneously in the same spectral region, and when they occur separated by up to 120 ms, or by up to a full octave. The efficiency of integration was similar for all conditions of temporal and spectral separation studied, because the discriminability of delta t and of delta f is also nearly uniform across experimental conditions. The results from all experimental conditions are adequately described by a vector summation model derived from TSD. In a subsidiary experiment, subjects categorized pure tones varying in duration and frequency as "high" or "low" in pitch and "long" or "short" in duration. It was found that combined variations in duration and frequency result in essentially independent perceptual processes, although pitch has a small effect upon the perceived duration. It is concluded that spectral-temporal integration is a general ability operating in a variety of stimulus conditions.(ABSTRACT TRUNCATED AT 250 WORDS)